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 CISTED Foundation is a group of Scientists, Technologists, Social Engineers, 

Environmentalists, Entrepreneurs and Innovators, dream to promote the spirit of 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship for sustainable development and progress in all 

walks of human life through rational and ethical creativity.  

1. To inculcate, nurture and develop the culture of innovation and entrepreneurship 

through creative and critical thinking 

2. Create awareness regarding innovation in all aspects of human life such as 

science, engineering, medical, economics, environmental, legal, administration, 

management, spirituality, social and cultural etc. 

3. Provide platform for nurturing and developing innovative capabilities in the 

society in general and young community in particular. 

4. Assist in the conversion of ideas into reality with intellectual property right. 

5. To hunt for grassroot innovators and help them to come forward and make 

progress in their entrepreneurial efforts. 

6. To hunt for rural talent in innovation / creativity etc. and help them promote their 

innovation to further level of product development. 

7. To organise innovation march by contacting citizens, villagers, farmers, workers, 

tribes etc. to compile their need-based ideas in life activity. 
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VISION 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 



8. To organise brainstorming sessions to generate idea in social and technical 

aspects.  

9. To target and involve youngster, senior citizens, workers, women in the process 

of innovation. 

 

1. Organise lectures, seminars, workshops, exhibitions and competitions to create 

awareness and to promote innovative capabilities 

2. Offer help / assistance to materialise ideas in to entrepreneurship / Patent Rights. 

3. Provide motivation through reward system. 

4. Act as a link or bridge between idea and its realization to desired end. 

5. Providing help to prepare project proposals and strategic plans for new projects 

and development of individual and various organisations. 

6. Provide consultancy services for various institutions catering to agriculture, 

industry, health, education, science, technology, social engineering etc. 

7. Work jointly with various local, national and international organisation. for 

common goals and objectives. 

8. Organise and carryout various research and developmental activities for various 

purposes. 

9. To help to overcome and recover through the stress development and depressed 

condition aroused due to different situations and make effective in business 

 

We request you to please join hands with us  

and convey your thoughts and ideas  

so that we can achieve the objectives 

 through our joint ventures and programs. 

ACTIVITIES 


